Information Technology Solutions

EASIER SDR ROUNDS
Hermes makes life a lot less
stressful during the four monthly SDR round. By reading the
SDR files produced by your
student management system

Making Sense of the SDR
Monitoring Your Performance

Hermes is able to spot possible
problems before you submit
the files to STEO. Hermes also
reads the validation listings
produced by STEO, providing
more understandable and
useful reports.

Your student management system produces Single Data

to the Ministry of Education. The Ministry passes on data

Documented and supported by experienced help

to the Tertiary Education Commission (TEC).

desk staff.

TEC uses the data to monitor your performance and this
can affect your funding.
Unfortunately SDR files aren’t that easy to read and

QUICK EPI STATISTICS
TEC makes funding decisions
based on Education Performance Indicator (EPI) statis-

Simple to install, easy to use.

Return (SDR) files every four months. You submit them

Developed by Meta Office, which has produced
student management systems and related tools for
the New Zealand market since 1998.

some student management systems aren’t very reliable
when it comes to correctly formatting the files. This can

Regularly updated to ensure ongoing compliance.

make life difficult during the hectic period every four
months for submitting files.

tics. Your student management
system may not be capable of
reporting such statistics and,
even if it is, may produce different results from the figures
TEC comes up with. Hermes
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uses the same SDR files as
TEC to compile EPI statistics
quickly and accurately.

COMPLIANCE PLUS
Hermes is supplied by the
team at Meta Office. We live
and breath student management systems; focusing on
compliance with the require-

Hermes is a small standalone application that is easily

and search SDR files and the validation reports from

installed on your computer. You feed Hermes the SDR

STEO. This helps you winkle out those pesky validation

files produced by your student management system and

errors that might otherwise waste hours of your time.

Hermes will look for problems caused by incorrectly

And Hermes is regularly updated to ensure ongoing com-

formatted records or missing records. For example if you

pliance with the SDR and education performance rules.

have student records without an NSN, or course enrol-

For example, the latest version is able to read and test

ment records that don’t have matching student records

TEC’s Data Accuracy reports.

Hermes will let you know.
Hermes also provides you with tools to easily view, sort

ments of tertiary agencies.

Meta Office

SMART REPORTS &
TOOLS
Hermes produces a range of
reports and also allows you to
calculate your weighted EPI
performance score.



Plan Commitments Participation Report
This report replicates the
report produced by TEC. With
Hermes you can produce it at
any time for any year.



EFTS Pivot Table
This pivot table report allows
you to view EFTS consumption and to filter and cross
tabulate totals by various
attributes such as funding
source, classification, delivery
site, etc.



Newly Arrived - TEC Data Accuracy Files

Successful Course Completion, Qualification Completion,

A recent addition to Hermes is the ability to read in the CSV
files produced by TEC as part of the data accuracy process.

& Student Retention

As with SDR files, this makes for easier viewing of the files.
These reports are broken

Hermes also tests the files against your SDR data and is



down by register level group.

thus able to identify if there are discrepancies. We know that

They are particularly useful as

historically (and again in 2014 for the 2013 EPI) the CSV



a means of monitoring perfor-

files produced by TEC have not met the published specifica-



mance through the year. Excel

tion. This means that the underlying dataset used for EPI



audit reports to accompany

calculation is incorrect with potentially dire results. In 2014
TEOs were reporting an understatement by TEC of up to



20% in course and qualification completion rates. The latest



the reports are useful to identify underperforming campuses
and programmes.
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EPI Performance Score
This tool allows you to calcu-
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version of Hermes can immediately identify this type of
issue and save an unseemly increase in blood pressure.

Meta Office
Student Management

late your overall EPI perfor-

Systems

mance score and see where it
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stands against TEC’s performance thresholds.

